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ABSTRACT

THE EFFECT OF #BLACKLIVESMATTER: THE RELEVANCE OF
COMMUNITIES AND COLLECTIVE IDENTITY
Stephanie Jones, MA
Department of Sociology
Northern Illinois University, 2016
Simón E. Weffer-Elizondo, Director

In this paper I analyze the impact that the social movement #BlackLivesMatter (#BLM)
has on how communities frame the issue of police brutality within protests. Protests that
occurred before the #BLM movement focused on policing issues only within their own
communities, whereas the protests that occurred after #BLM make connections from local cases
to a national problem. I examine YouTube videos of protesting the police after incidents of
police brutality for three different cases. The first case is the murder of Oscar Grant in Oakland,
California, which was before the #BLM movement emerged. The second case was the choking
of Eric Garner in Staten Island, New York. The third case is the shooting of teenager Michael
Brown in St. Louis, Missouri. By expanding the collective identity, #BLM changed the discourse
about police brutality from a problem within local communities to a national social issue. The
#BLM movement has shown that communities no longer have to struggle alone but that they
need to (and can) unite against oppressive policing.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
February 2012, the story of the horrific murder of 17-year-old Trayvon Martin by
neighborhood watch member George Zimmerman in Sanford, Florida, rippled throughout the
country, causing outrage and exposing old wounds within the Black community. Traditional
media took advantage of this outrage and began running segment after segment publicly
discussing facets of racial trauma that the Black community has been grappling with since the
Jim Crow Era. Protesters demanded an arrest and a full investigation. Zimmerman’s trial
resulted in a not guilty verdict for a charge of second-degree murder. The initial outrage about
the death of Trayvon Martin was exacerbated by the acquittal of George Zimmerman. This
ruling became another piece of longstanding evidence within the Black community of an
unsupportive criminal justice system and another instance of Black lives being devalued.
One of the outgrowths of the Trayvon Martin trial was #BlackLivesMatter (#BLM) that
began as a conversation among members of Black Twitter who were both publicly grieving the
verdict and discussing the implication that Black lives are devalued by law enforcement
agencies. After the hashtag was created, members used this language to brand their tweets to
create a conversation among activists on Twitter. Among other things, the Black Twitter
community discussed how the Black community should conceptualize policing, the use of force,
and the larger criminal justice system. This resulted in multiple communities across the U.S.
engaging in protests, rallies and other tactics to demonstrate their solidarity with Trayvon

Martin’s family, as well as to air grievances around the murder of unarmed Black men and the
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outcomes in the courts.
National recognition of #BLM came after a series of street demonstrations following the
deaths of Michael Brown (Ferguson) and Eric Garner (New York). The movement became a
platform for local communities within the U.S. to mobilize against a system they believe
devalues Black people, as well as creating a venue in which to have a collective conversation, via
social movements and social media, about the use of force by police within Black
neighborhoods. BLM is now a network of both formal social movement organizations (and
individual actors) across multiple communities who work to make claims and create objectives
on a national stage.
In this paper, I analyze the impact the BLM movement has on how communities frame
the issue of police brutality within protests. I demonstrate that the movement and #BLM have
shown that communities no longer have to struggle alone but that they need to (and can) unite
against oppressive policing. Protests that occurred before the BLM movement focused on
policing issues primarily within their own communities, whereas the protests that occurred after
BLM tend to make connections from local instances to a larger national problem.
I examine three cases of protest following similar events of police brutality. The first
case occurred in 2007 in reaction to the shooting of Oscar Grant in Oakland, California, which
was before the BLM movement emerged. The second case was the choking of Eric Garner in
July 2014 in Staten Island, New York, that occurred after the shooting of Trayvon Martin. The
third case occurred in August 2014 and involves the shooting and verdict of the teenager Michael
Brown in St. Louis, Missouri, and also occurred following the shooting and verdict of Martin.
Although all of these incidents were followed by mobilization specific to their areas, the last two

contributed to the growth of the BLM movement. I argue the #BLM movement led to a change
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in the way protesters frame police brutality as a local problem by transforming it into a national
issue. No longer protesting in isolation, #BLM united communities to see the state-sanctioned
murder of unarmed Black people as a larger, systematic issue needing to be addressed across
communities.
Background
In 2009, New Year’s Day, a group of men were returning from a night of celebration in
San Francisco, heading to the East Bay via a BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit) train. There are
multiple, and at times conflicting, accounts of how the actual events transpired; however, what is
clear is that there was an argument that was so intense that the police were called. When BART
Police officers arrived at the scene, they proceeded to detain and handcuff the young men.
One of the men, Oscar Grant, was handcuffed and made to lie face down on the platform
by several officers, including Officer Johannes Mehserle. Witnesses reported that originally
Oscar Grant was on his knees and voluntarily holding his hands behind his back, but the officers
placed him onto his stomach on the ground. One of the officers put his knee on Oscar Grant’s
neck while he begged them not to shoot him. Mehserle later claimed Oscar Grant was resisting
arrest, causing Mehserle to reach for his Taser gun. Unfortunately, Mehserle did not retrieve his
Taser but instead pulled out his handgun. He shot Oscar Grant in the back while onlookers on
the BART train recorded the events with camera phones.
Oscar Grant was pronounced dead at Highland Hospital in Oakland later that day. The
days that followed saw both peaceful and violent protest throughout the Oakland community
after the video that captured Oscar Grant’s death went viral. However, the community’s protests
to Oscar Grant’s death were not because it was an isolated incident. Instead, the community saw

it as the inevitable outcome of a long history and contentious relationship with the multiple
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agencies charged with policing in and around Oakland.
Similarly, the actions by police leading to the death of Eric Garner were also captured on
video. On the morning of July 17th, Eric Garner was in the center of Tompkinsville Park when
an unmarked police vehicle approached him with two plain-clothes officers inside. The officers
approached Eric Garner and attempted to frisk him. However, Eric Garner refused and witnesses
say he shouted at the officers to back off. After a shouting match, the NYPD officer let him go
and they left.
Later that day, a different NYPD officer approached Eric Garner on the suspicion of
selling “loose” cigarettes. Eric Garner denied this accusation and also stated that he was tired of
harassment from the police. Officer Daniel Pantaleo then began to place him under arrest. When
Officer Panteleo attempted to restrain him by placing his wrists behind his back, Eric Garner
swatted Pantaleo’s arm away. Pantaleo then placed his arms around Eric Garner’s neck, pulling
him backwards onto the ground. Eric Garner remained in what is described as a “chokehold” for
19 seconds. Pantaleo removed his arm from Eric Garner’s neck and then began pushing his face
into the ground as four other officers came to help restrain Eric Garner. While his face was on
the ground, Eric Garner stated, “I can’t breathe” 11 times. After Eric Garner is seen loosing
consciousness, he was turned on his side, presumably to ease his breathing.
Eric Garner lay on the ground for 7 minutes before the ambulance arrived. Neither the
EMTs nor the NYPD officers attempted to perform CPR. It was later reported that this is because
they believed Eric Garner was breathing. An hour later he was pronounced dead. A New York
City medical examiner declared his death was the result of compression of the neck and chest.

The third event of police violence occurred in Ferguson with Michael Brown on August
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9, 2014. Michael Brown and a friend, Dorian Johnson, were, according to witnesses’ reports,
jaywalking. Officer Darren Wilson approached the two of them in his patrol car and ordered
them to get on the sidewalk. One witness accounts that the officer first seemed to drive away but
then reversed the car toward Michael Brown and his friend. Officer Wilson and Michael Brown
exchanged words and the officer put his hands around Michael Brown’s neck.
After Michael Brown pulled away, the officer then grabbed his arm, and Brown
continued to attempt to pull away from the officer. After Michael Brown was able to pull his arm
away, the officer pulled out his handgun and fired one shot, which hit Michael Brown in his
hand. Michael Brown and his friend ran, the officer got out of his car, and pursued the two of
them with his weapon drawn, firing another shot at Brown. At that point, witnesses report that
Michael Brown turned around and put his hand in the air. The officer then fired multiple shots
until Michael Brown fell to the ground.
Michael Brown’s body remained on the ground for approximately 4 hours while
onlookers recorded other police officers and detectives arrive on the scene. The autopsy reports
that Michael Brown was shot six different times by Officer Wilson, and one of those shots was in
the back.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
There are two bodies of literature appropriate for examining the emergence of BLM as a
social movement. Community theories demonstrate the importance of collective identity on how
movement actors form a community identity. Social movement theories, in turn, help identify the
strengths of a movement and explain the emergence of a movement and how it “frames” its
arguments. Utilizing both literatures in tandem, I will demonstrate the impact and importance of
BLM.
Understanding Communities
Communities can be defined as the concentration and grouping of social actors that form
constructions of meaning through interactions (Suttles 1972). One such construct is collective
identity, which is a result of constant, dynamic negotiations and interactions between social
actors who then formulate groups.
Communities have what sociologists term “emotion cultures”—“understood as both the
emotions that are prevalent within the group and the set of tactics or explicit rules and norms that
demarcate how [members of the group] should attend to, codify, appraise, manage, and express
feeling” (Gould 2004: 162-163). This emotional culture informs a collective identity groups use
to create solidarity. Among other things that influence this collective identity, these emotional
cultures structure how communities express their grievances.

There are two levels at which communities can be defined. The first is the “concrete
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community,” where place restricts community identity. This allows social actors to have shared
direct experiences and to identify more frequently with the indirect experiences of other
community members. Grievances within a concrete community are specific to social actors
defined within their identified place and based off emotional cultures.
The second level at which communities can be defined is what Benedict Anderson
coined as the “imagined community.” These are “all communities larger than primordial villages
of face-to-face contact”, and all communities should be distinguished by the style in which they
are imagined (Anderson 1983: 6). These communities share fewer direct experiences, but more
frequently connect through indirect experience. Thus, it is the indirect experiences that are used
to create solidarity among group members. Grievances that are spread out to a large imagined
community, such as the Black community within the U.S. or in social media “Black Twitter,” are
structured around more indirect experiences and less (if any) face-to-face interaction between the
social actors within concrete communities.
In this project, I will be focusing on three cities (Oakland, Ferguson and New York) that I
use to compare how social actors are targeting their concrete communities to the larger imagined
community. Before the BLM movement, grievances about police brutality begin in the concrete
(local) community where activists focused on highlighting how their communities were affected
by the instance of police brutality that motivated their movement, and for the most part stay
there. However, after the BLM movement, the focus is then expanded to focus on policing as an
institution in the context of the larger community of Black people across the entire country, tying
in the local to the larger context, the concrete to the imagined. #BLM helps create connections
across and between many concrete communities facing police brutality by shifting the discourse

away from a focus on one specific concrete community and onto the “bigger picture” of
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racialized policing practices as a mechanism for oppression.
Movements and Framing
McAdam (1982) argues that the grievances of a community are not enough to lead to a
social movement, and instead actors collectively interacting to make change are a crucial
component for whether a community will organize or not. He introduces a model that highlights
four different components needed to enable mobilization. The first three are expanding political
opportunities, broad socioeconomic processes and indigenous organizational strength. McAdam
states, “expanding political opportunities combine with the indigenous organizations of the
minority community to afford insurgents the ‘structural potential’; for successful collective
action. That potential is, in turn, transformed into actual insurgency by means of the crucial
intervening process of cognitive liberation” (McAdam 1982: 51). Cognitive liberation is the last
component that is highlighted as the transformative component of the model. It is defined as
social actors being able to define their situation as unjust, so they mobilize to make changes.
Doug McAdam, Sidney Tarrow, and Charles Tilly (2001) build upon McAdam’s earlier
work and focus on four components needed to spark a social movement. The first component is
political opportunity, which many scholars describe as an open and closing window to enter a
favorable environment. These opportunities may be the result of a changing political
environment or a stable structure that is more constant. The second component movements need
is mobilizing structures. This can include such things as social networks or formal organizations
that will participate to create and distribute resources. The third component is collective action
frames, which define and affect the community. Also, the social actors within the movement can
create new frames. The last component is repertoires of contention, which are the tools social

actors use throughout the movement as tactics to achieve their goal. These can include sit-ins,
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die-ins, riots, rallies, vigils and boycotts. All are tools for communication to the local
communities and movement actors used to demonstrate their clams about their protest.
The focus of theorists within this perspective has been to conceptualize different types of
frames. Benford and Snow (2000) describe how protest movements participate in what is
referred to as “diagnostic framing.” One example of diagnostic framing is “boundary framing,”
which is how activists draw boundaries with “good and evil” based on the idea of an injustice
that is being committed. Next, there is prognostic framing, where protesters explain what should
actually be done about the problem and identify how to achieve movement goals by identifying
“strategies, tactics, and targets” (Benford and Snow 2000: 201). Last, there is motivational
framing, which is “rational for action that goes beyond the diagnosis and prognosis” of a
grievance shared by social actors (Benford and Snow 2000: 202). By examining the type of
frames used by protesters in different regions, I will be able to demonstrate how they are using
frames to incite solidarity.
Community and Framing for #BLM
Collective action frames and framing theory recognize the effort and agency of
community members used to express their grievances. As David Snow (2004) suggests, “The
movement ideologies and collective action frames often include strands of multiple cultural
ideologies or clusters of beliefs and values” (399). These clusters can be used to determine the
targets of movement actors.
The emergence of the #BLM helped to shift frames by moving from thinking about
police brutality as isolated incidents within a concrete community to an issue within the
imagined Black community. The community identity shifts from protestors focusing within their

local community to the larger imagined community that is unified by their grievances with an
institution.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS
In order to examine the impact of #BLM on movement framing and on concrete and
imagined communities, I completed a content analysis of YouTube videos that documented
protest events. I include three sets of protest events focused on addressing police violence
against unarmed Black men. I use one case before the creation of #BLM (Oakland) and two after
(New York and Ferguson). I have 82 videos that document events in the San Francisco Bay Area
(28 videos), New York City (22 videos) and St. Louis Area (32 videos). I selected videos based
on place of the protest for each region. So for the Oscar Grant protests, I looked only at videos
that show protests in SF-Oakland Bay Area. For the Eric Garner protests, I looked at videos that
show protest in New York. For the Michael Brown protests, I only looked for videos that show
protest in Ferguson or St. Louis. This eliminates videos in honor of these three victims from
other parts of the country or videos of opinions or rants. The content in the video needed to
display popular social movement tactics (i.e., marches, vigils, die-ins, riots, etc.) in order to be
included. By limiting the videos in this way I am better able to see the impact of BLM on
framing and concrete/imagined communities.
The videos vary dramatically in length and quality. The shortest video to date is 1:30; the
longest video is 3:28:13. 1 The dates on the videos that I have coded reflect the date the user
posted the video. The earliest video that I have for Oakland is dated 1/7/09 and the latest video is

1

In recent years it became easier to upload longer videos onto YouTube. Thus, earlier videos are
shorter not because of importance but because of technology.

11/14/10. The earliest video that I have for Ferguson is dated 8/10/14 and the latest video is
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8/13/15. The earliest video that I have for New York is dated 12/3/09 and the latest video is
7/18/15.
I separate the videos into three different tiers. The first tier is videos strictly filming
protest events. The second tier is videos that include what I call “Street Journalist/Journalism,”
which I define as community members filming and interviewing other protesters about the
events. The third tier is videos from local or national news organizations, such as MSNBC,
CNN, or Fox News, covering a protest event.
The videos cluster temporally around the initial incident of police violence and then
followed by the verdict by the courts for each of the officers. Oscar Grant protests aimed at the
incident focused on him being shot in the back while being handcuffed. When the verdict was
announced, community members began protests aimed at the verdict. Eric Garner protests
highlighted the use of force by the officer that resulted in his death. In the Eric Garner case, the
protests targeted the lack of indictments, as neither Officer Panteleo nor Officer Damico was
indicted. The Michael Brown protests around the incident focused on how Michael Brown was
not resisting arrest or threatening the officer when he was shot. The subsequent protests were
aimed at how the Grand Jury did not file charges against Officer Wilson.
Using the search video function in YouTube, I found candidate videos by using a
combination of key search words. For example, if I were looking for a video of protest events
happening in Oakland, I would search “Oscar Grant,” “Oscar Grant protest,” or “Oakland protest
Oscar Grant.” Each of the videos was found with a combination of similar search words
respective to the case on which I was collecting data. I gathered the videos into a playlist, using
my account in YouTube. Before completing the coding process, I first viewed the content of the

video to make sure that it adhered to the criteria stated above. I then selected the randomize
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function within my playlist and began coding my videos.
I coded videos until I reached a point of saturation of the discourse used by the protests
that I analyzed for my coding. This method follows the work of Levi-Strass (1966) and Lincoln
and Guba (1985). There were two indicators that I had reached this point in my data. The first
was that the protesters were not discussing new themes during their protest. The second was that
the calculation for the proportions of my coded data was not changing. Once a video was
selected for coding, I added it to a Microsoft Word file and numbered the videos by case and
viewing order. The complete list of videos coded is found in the appendix.
Protesters used two themes of discourse falling into two distinct categories of framing.
The first, the concrete community, emphasizes a local or regional focus. Examples are references
to the protesters’ actual physical community, specific case details (i.e., actions of the police
officer or victim), local police departments (i.e., Oakland PD, Ferguson PD), or the name of the
victim—all indicators of protests using discourse to emphasize their community as restricted by
place. Table 1 includes all of the codes for the concrete community.
The second, the imagined community (Anderson 1983), exists in instances where
protesters refer to a broader community rather than simply the one in which they live and/or
protest. Phrases such as “the system,” “the police,” and “Black people” and referencing victims
from places in another state (i.e., protesters in St. Louis referring to the shooting of Trayvon
Martin in Sanford, FL) are examples of an imagined community. The overall pattern of a
protest’s discourse indicates whether the focus is on the concrete or imagined community. Table
2 includes all of the codes for the imagined community.

Table 1: Concrete Community Codes within Protest by Count and %
Oakland Ferguson New York
Code
N
N
N
(%)
(%)
(%)
This community/ the
49
30
17
community/city/neighborhood
(25.00)
(28.57)
(25.00)
name
6
12
0
Our community/our youth
(3.06)
(11.43)
(0.00)
8
3
0
Our streets
(4.08)
(2.86)
(0.00)
15
15
3
Our police/city police
(7.65)
(14.29)
(4.41)
1
1
1
People of/from () city
(0.51)
(0.95)
(1.47)
45
19
23
Name of victim
(22.96)
(18.10)
(33.82)
2
0
0
People of/from () state
(1.02)
(0.00)
(0.00)
16
12
6
Cops name/this officer
(8.16)
(11.43)
(8.82)
1
0
0
Lawyer name
(0.51)
(0.00)
(0.00)
53
13
18
Case details
(27.04)
(12.38)
(26.47)
Total Concrete Community
196
105
68
Codes
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Table 2: Imagined Community Codes within Protest by Count and %
Oakland Ferguson New York
Code
N
N
N
(%)
(%)
(%)
7
16
26
The system/structural issues
(14.29)
(11.19)
(19.40)
20
21
19
The police
(40.82)
(14.59)
(14.18)
4
26
4
The government/ the
country/US
(8.16)
(18.18)
(2.99)
48
23
Black people/Black lives/Black 10
youth
(20.41)
(33.57)
(17.16)
0
6
6
Oppressed/police brutality
(0.00)
(4.20)
(4.48)
6
6
7
People of color
(12.24)
(4.20)
(5.22)
0
1
8
Details of another case
(0.00)
(0.70)
(5.97)
1
4
13
Criminal justice system
(2.04)
(2.80)
(9.70)
1
7
19
Names of other victims in
another state
(2.04)
(4.90)
(14.18)
0
8
9
(0.00)
(5.59)
(6.72)
Other city
Total Imagined Community
49
143
134
Codes
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Analyzing the discourse used by protesters before and after #BLM, my findings support a
shift in the way protesters frame the issue of police brutality. The language of the protesters shift
away from a focus on their own community and the incidents of police brutality to focusing on
how the larger community needs to address this issues. Table 3 includes the results for the
proportions of each of the categories.

Table 3: Imagined Community Codes Within Protest by Count and %
Oakland Ferguson New York
Code
N
N
N
%
%
%
196
105
68
Concrete Community
(80)
(42)
(33)
49
143
143
Imagined Community
(20)
(58)
(66)
245
248
211
Total Codes

Before #BlackLivesMatter
Language about a specific community highlights the framing for how protesters
communicate the ways in which law enforcement agencies affect their communities. In each of
the areas studied, protesters’ focused more heavily on their concrete community over all. For
Oakland, 80% of all of the data analyzed can be considered as focused on the concrete
community. The protesters used the phrase “this community” 49 times (or 20% of all of the data
analyzed from Oakland protests). All of the language focused on the concrete community
demonstrates how protesters were framing the issue of police brutality and how their specific

instances had effects on their own communities. The specificity of language that is being used
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in Oakland exemplified the way the protesters were framing their community and the local police
as the targeted agency.
Equally important is the protesters’ focus on the specific individuals who were killed due
to police brutality. The use of victims’ names demonstrates the protesters’ focus on their
community. In Oakland, the protesters framed their movement around police violence through
the death of Oscar Grant. This was evident by his name being a recurrent part of the framing
used by the protesters. The name of the victim can be used as a marker for how much protesters
are emphasizing the injustice they perceive within the community they are defining through their
frame deployment.
Explicitly referencing the community of Oakland and Oscar Grant’s name were
commonly used together, along with many of the case details of the death of Oscar Grant. Too
$hort, a well-known West Coast Hip Hop artist, attended some of the protests surrounding the
death of Oscar Grant in Oakland. During a protest speech in 2009, he references Oakland seven
times. He talks about having pride for the Oakland community, no matter how poorly the sports
teams are doing. He says he “wants to show the world that Oakland, California, is a place where
we stand up.” In an interview with Davey D (a Hip Hop journalist), Too $hort talks about the
details of the case and his reasons for protesting:
Davey D: You know, what’s your feeling about Oscar Grant and his murder?
How do you feel about that being here all of these years and knowing the history
of Oakland?
Too $hort: I feel like man- you know- if it was just- it is what it is. I mean even if
the guy shot him on purpose, he still was supposed to immediately make a
statement saying ‘that was an accident and I thought I was going for my Taser
gun.’ He was supposed to say that that day. And I just I feel like it’s gone on so
long where no officer of any- anywhere out here has to answer to anything they

do that- you know, they probably just felt like well we’ll deal with this later. Like
this [is just]- you know, paperwork, close the door on the media, just- you know,
whatever. And I think that that’s why this is so- you know- people are calling for
murder charges because that’s how they play it man- you know what I’m saying.
When-um- I read um, an article about a guy who was a- a young guy who was
killed in Oakland and his father came out to see if that was his boy on the ground
and the police officer turned violent on him. When I hear about stuff like this it
makes it seem like some of these law enforcement officers are operating as gang
members- you know. So I just feel like man, I understand that this crowd could be
out here tearing stuff up. I came out here so I can say look where we at y’all, we
got the whole world looking at us, let’s handle this in a very intelligent way.
Everybody knows we ain’t no punk ass city. Everybody knows, folks out here
ain’t scary, and what they’ll do. We protest anything in the Bay Area. {0127} 2
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Too $hort begins his interview by referencing the carelessness of police officers when it comes
to community relations and the police devaluating. Black lives within his community.
He then expands to Oakland officers as a whole, not just the BART police who were
involved in the shooting. This is an example of diagnostic framing (Benford and Snow 2000), as
the focus is on the problem being the officers and the treatment of Black people in Oakland. The
language used in his speech exemplify statements pre #BLM by focusing almost exclusively on
the concrete community, before the scope of movement could provide the idea of imagined
communities connecting concrete communities together to create a collective identity through
their grievances and indirect experiences.
While the Oscar Grant case was at trial, protesters spoke in detail about the night of the
shooting: the way the officer changed his original story from it being an accidental shooting to
his mistaking his Taser for his gun, the position Oscar Grant was in, and the actions of each of
the other officers. These case details accounted for 21% of the data analyzed for Oakland. At a
protest during the trial, Davey D was present interviewing protesters outside of the Oakland

2

Numbers within braces indicate the corresponding video found in the appendix.

courthouse. One of the interviews was with a woman name Paula, whom he asks to talk to
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him about the details of the case:
Paula: Well day three was the day for the defense and so they brought forth their
witnesses. But, whereas the witnesses for the prosecutor were all consistent with
what happened on the tape, the witnesses for the defense have been inconsistent.
The testimony has been inconsistent and that’s a good thing.
Davey D: What are some of the inconsistencies that you heard or have been talked
about?
Paula: Well, inconsistent accounts of what happen. Whereas the prosecutor’s
witnesses everything that they saw-even if they saw it from this angle or that
angle- and these were people that didn’t know each other, were from different
parts of the [San Francisco] Bay Area- all of their accounts of what they saw were
consistent. {0122}
In a different interview by Davey D, he interviews an Oakland activist named Tony
Coleman, who he also asks about trial details. Coleman discusses a witness of the Oscar Grant
shooting who had video evidence from a video camera that was confiscated by the BART police
the night of the shooting. He said that officers approached this person and said:
Coleman: Ooo, can we make a copy of that? Could you come with us to the
office? And the brotha said that he felt fearful so they confiscated his camera.
Davey D: They never gave it back to him?
Coleman: They never gave it back until they subpoenaed it. So it took 45 dayspast 45 days for them to actually get this evidence back. And they showed it
yesterday in court.
Davey D: Did they change anything?
Coleman: They didn’t change anything.
Davey D: So what was shown to the court?
Coleman: It was a very clear shot that hasn’t been released to the public. That
nobody else has seen and when they showed it yesterday in the courtroom, the
whole courtroom just gasped. Cuz it was just a clear direct shot- so clear that the
officer-

Davey D: Oh, so it wasn’t fuzzy or anything?
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Coleman: It wasn’t fuzzy or nothing it was just clear. And it was a clear direct
shot showing that the officer reached for his gun and shot him. Cold blooded.
Cold blooded murder is cold blooded murder. {0128}
They discussed more details about the trial and the demeanors of the people within the
courtroom. Then Coleman gives more information about one witness in particular who took the
stand in defense of Mehserle:
Coleman: They had one witness todayDavey D: The police officers had a witness?
Coleman: Yea. It was a police officer but he didn’t say openly that he was a
police officer, but when they started questioning him you could tell that he come
from a law enforcement background. And he even said that- he tried to say that
the fight was a brawl- a twenty minute brawl from Lake Merritt station to
Fruitvale and anybody that rode the BART from Lake Merritt to Fruitvale, that’s
only one stop. It’s like under five minutes. {0128}
The descriptions of the case were prominent before the case went to trial, during the trial, and
after the verdict. The amount of detail discussed in these interviews embodied the emotional
investment as well as an effort to stay informed about the case made by the Oakland community.
The details of the case that protesters used helped create a frame of injustice and a frame of
racialized policing within the community of Oakland.
The case of Oscar Grant, when combined with the video of his death, was so extreme and
severe it enraged the community of Oakland. The rise of the Internet and social media allowed
for information to be distributed quickly and for traditionally marginalized voices to be heard, as
well as for the marginalized voices to distribute the information. Social media has become a
resource for social movement actors to efficiently and effectively communicate with and raise
opposition to their targets. It also allows social movement actors to more easily recruit allies.

Community members talking about “the system” or some sort of structural issue
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occurred 47 times, or two % of the data analyzed for Oakland. Before #BLM, protesters centered
their frames on describing issues with a focus on a specific community. However after #BLM it
became increasingly common to frame police brutality within the context of macro-level
mechanisms enabling the oppression of the imagined community (Anderson 1983).
The increase in protesters describing police brutality as a systemic problem after #BLM
demonstrates a shift in diagnostic framing (Benford and Snow 2000) by the protesters. In the
data I have analyzed, there is an increase in language emphasizing systems as the issue for police
brutality after #BLM. Although systems themselves can be local and regional, they are not
isolated but rather connected to sociohistorical mechanisms that affect individuals, thus when
protesters are talking about “the system” or structural issues, I analyze this to be emphasizing the
imagined community. More importantly, the language of the protests after #BLM uses systems
more prominently for the framing of injustice of police brutality. This follows along with the
shift away from the concrete community to framing that emphasizes the imagined community,
which highlights the effect #BLM as a social movement have had on the way protesters are
framing police brutality.
One example from Oakland, where activists describe the system being the issue, is a
street journalist who interviewed two Latino men during a protest at the Fruitvale BART Station,
where the incident with Oscar Grant occurred. They were talking about one of the men’s
negative experiences dealing with the BART Police and Oakland Police. After one of the men
gives his account of police harassment, the street journalist responds with:
If you’re the wrong color… to [the Oakland Police] not to me. You know, it’s the
racial system, you know. It’s the way that the system treats us as people of color.

They perceive us as the people of the wrong color bro. And when they see us on
the streets they treat us like shit. {0126}
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He discusses the issue as a systemic problem with the way police officers treat minorities. He
also explains that this is a problem for people of color because of the racial system in the U.S.
So, although the focus of their conversation is about the Oakland and BART Police, the use of
the problem being about a racial system is an example of how protesters before #BLM were
making connections between systemic issues and their concrete community, though not as often
as focusing on the concrete community of Oakland.
Another example is during a protest in Oakland; a young man uses a megaphone and
speaks directly to the police officers, stating:
Then they want to look all smug and smile at us. And like ‘oh they just
protesting.’ It’s not funny officers. It’s much deeper than that. You’re working for
a system that has a lack of regard for the majesty of human life. That is a problem.
You blindly endorse and perpetuate that system. Wake up.{0114}
He describes the system to convey the magnitude of police brutality and how policing as a
system is used against people. He does this in order to demonstrate how their lives do not matter
and can be taken by police officers with impunity. Again, this is the way that activists were
seeing how the imagined community connected to their concrete community. We are gradually
able to see a shift from the details indicative of the concrete community to the more collective
verbiage of the imagined community. However, the frequency at which protesters described
systemic mechanisms as being the root problem of police brutality in the data analysis was
minuscule when compared to the framing that took place after #BLM.
Chants
The chants by the protesters were not included in the above discussion about counts in
protests because I see these as a separate (though intertwined) way that the framing of protesters

can be examined. Chants are one of the performative aspects to protests. Protesters use their
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collective voices in order to demonstrate and create solidarity. Chants create an emotional
connection within the crowd as they seek to unite the protesters’ voices to talk about one unified
message. It is a way to build community among activists while they are engaging in other tactics.
In the same way that I analyze data collected from dialogue of the protesters, I separate chants
into two different categories: imagined community and concrete community. I collected a total of
41 distinguishable chants. In general, the Oakland chants were more focused on justice,
particularly aligned with justice for Oscar Grant. Many of the chants matched the dialogue of the
protesters, who were dissecting the evidence that was presented in court while keeping a close
watch on the case details. Table 4 contains each of the chants that were performed in multiple
communities.
Chants that were specific to each community generally matched the frames protesters
used while speaking. There were 12 distinguishable chants that were only present in Oakland. Of
these 12, there were 10 that did not include the name of Oscar Grant. The chants that included
the name of Oscar Grant can be deemed focused on the concrete community. Here are four
different chants that were only seen in Oakland:
Please don’t shoot
2 years is bullshit
Who got the power/ We got the power
1234/This is a fucking war/5678/Fuck the police state
The first chant is incredibly poignant because it restates the last words of Oscar Grant before
being killed by former officer Mehserle. This was a popular chant and a part of the narrative that
was used by protesters outside of the performed chants. This was commonly performed while

protesters came face to face with the police. Protesters would commonly throw their hands in
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their air, or, if there was enough space, lay their bodies on the ground and put their hands behind
their backs, personifying the intimate details of Oscar Grant’s death, indicative of the concrete
community.

Table 4: Chants Used by Community

Chants

New
Oakland York

Ferguson

No Justice/ No Peace

*

*

*

Whose streets/Our Streets

*

*

*

What do we want/ Justice/When do we want it/Now

*

*

Fuck the police

*

*

BlackLivesMatter

*

*

Hands up/Don't Shoot

*

*

Show me what democracy looks like/This is what democracy
looks like

*

*

Back up back up/We want freedom, freedom/ All these racist
ass cops/ We don't need'em, need'em

*

*

Indict, convict, send that killer cop to jail/The whole damn
system is guilty as hell

*

*

The second and third chants are both focused on the concrete community in specific
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ways. The second chant is a response to the sentencing of former officer Mehserle. This chant
was performed with emotions ranging from sadness to anger; however, the protesters were
making a statement by chanting this through the streets. The third chant was used when
protesters were inspiring each other and themselves. This is an example of motivational framing,
where protesters are attempting to motivate each other to continue with their movement because
they have the power to make changes.
In the last chant, it is unclear whether the protesters are alluding to a police state within
Oakland or a police state within the U.S. However, as stated in looking at the discourse in the
protests, it exhibits the same logic behind classifying systems as interconnecting mechanisms of
oppression. The police state also falls into the category of an imagined community. The message
of the activists is pointing to what racial policing looks like and its results. The death of Oscar
Grant was one example of how the police state threatened their community and this chant is a
response to those results.
Each of the protests also used a combination of music, a cappella, and bands, commonly
including horns and drums. This gave protesters a chance to unite in song and dance together in
the streets. In Oakland and Ferguson, protesters also used speakers from vehicles to blast music.
Oakland protesters would also use “scraper bikes,” which were popular at the time. These are
bicycles that have been modified and decorated by their owners with things like tinfoil,
pinwheels or cardboard. Another common addition was strapping on portable stereos so riders
could play music. Traveling in groups, during the protests they produced a loud ruckus that
disrupted the business area of downtown Oakland.

Signs
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Signs are part of the framing used by protesters. I coded 67 signs in my data, which
include 14 signs in Oakland, 38 signs in New York and 13 signs in Ferguson. The signs that were
included in my analysis were signs that did not include organization names and other types of
advertising. I also excluded signs I could not read fully. This was either due to quality of the
video or visual obstructions.
There were two common signs that were seen in each of the communities. One was a
picture of the face of the victim and the other was a sign that said “Justice for (name of
victim).”There were also signs that included the language of chants such as:
No Justice/No Peace—Oakland, Ferguson, New York
Don’t Shoot—Oakland
I can’t breathe—New York
BlackLivesMatter—Ferguson, New York
Each of the signs reflects the messages being portrayed by the protesters during their
performance of chants. However, using them as a part of the visual space allows the message of
the protesters to be seen by those who are only able to see photographs of the event.
There were also signs used to communicate ideas from the protesters what were not also
included in chants. In Oakland, out of the 14 signs there were only 11 signs that did not include
the name, face, or silhouette of Oscar Grant.
Domestic terrorists wear blue
BART Police wanted for murder
The whole damn system is guilty
Police violence is no accident

Disband the BART Police/Lie face down/Murder ticket (BART Card)
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The varieties of signs cover topics in the same way protesters were describing their narrative.
The mentioning of the BART Police is an attack of police officers within the Oakland
community, so here protesters are focused on their concrete community. This demonstrates a
shift away from the manner in which the victim died towards a focus on larger systemic
implications of the victim’s death.

After #BlackLivesMatter
#BLM became a vehicle for activists within concrete communities to unite to a
community identity. Twitter in particular functions as a way for people to “follow” each other by
allowing them to send and receive short messages called tweets. The hashtag (#) is a function
Twitter uses to allow members to receive news on a specific topic through tweets in order to
create a near real-time discussion along specific ideas known as threads. If someone tweets a
statement about an event, they will use a hashtag to allow others to keep track of and respond to
the thread by using that hashtag. This is what changes the framing away from the focus of the
concrete community to the imagined community and how it is being affected by police brutality.
#BLM allows for concrete community members to have experience that is more frequent, though
indirect by creating an online platform to share stories, videos, and evidence throughout the
country. This new solidarity emphasizes the need to change law enforcement agencies at the
national level. This allowed for people to be able to frame the injustice of police brutality around
a number of instances of the death of unarmed Black people. Members in New York and
Ferguson explicitly name other victims and commonly referenced the other protests in their own
framing. The names of other victims are markers that protesters are also encompassing other

cases as evidence of oppression. This shifts the conversation away from their specific
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incidents and includes other victims in other communities.
Language that is included in the imagined community frame (Anderson 1983)
emphasizes a community that does not share direct experiences and only connects through
indirect experience. This community is not restricted by place, but rather includes a larger group.
Examples are references to systems, discussions around the harmful effects of police brutality
towards Black people and names of other victims in other states. Of all of the data analyzed for
New York, 66% of all of the data analyzed in New York is accounted for in the imagined
community. Similarly, 57% of the data analyzed for Ferguson represents the imagined
community. This demonstrates a dramatic shift in the discourse in the New York and Ferguson
protests after #BLM. Framing that emphasizes an imagined community demonstrates the ways
protesters were linking the killing of Black men in their community with a national problem of
police brutality. This new discourse during the protests matched the argument put forth by BLM
as a social movement. Individuals began to emphasize how incidents in their concrete
communities were part of a larger system of racial inequality and police brutality.
As a comparison to the language used by Too $hort before #BLM, Nelly, a Midwest St.
Louis-based Hip Hop artist, attended a 2014 protest surrounding the events of Michael Brown in
Ferguson. He is shown walking around, speaking to the protesters, and giving a speech using a
megaphone. In his speech he talks about the Brown family losing their son and the pain brought
to the family. However, this is the only detail that he gives about the case. He does not discuss
the manner by which Michael Brown was killed or how this incident is reflective of the way
Ferguson police interact with the community over all. While speaking to the crowd, he also

warns the protesters not to riot or cause property damage. However, much of what he talks
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about are next steps. He states:
The only reason that they doing this is because there ain’t no punishment being
handed out when they do it. So you got to make sure that you get a punishment
for this so the next officer will think twice before he pulls the trigger. There is no
punishment. That’s the reason we keep getting the same result.
In his speech, it is not clear which officers he is describing. He does not reference the community
of Ferguson or St. Louis. His language is much more general and talks about making sure this
event does not happen again. This protest occurred after #BLM and follows the frame alignment
toward opening up to the imagined Black community in the U.S.
The explicit mention of other cities was present in the New York and Ferguson protests,
but not present in Oakland. This language is an indication that protesters are connecting the
violence of police to other places within the imagined Black community. In New York, an
Acronym TV journalist spoke with Carl Dix from Stop Mass Incarceration Network:
Acronym TV: Why, I mean- and on the heels of Mike Brown- why is this outrage
and this many people in the streets happening at this particular moment in time?
Dix: Well I have to thank the people of Ferguson for that basically because the
murder of Michael Brown by the police with his hand in the air was nothing new,
that happened all the time. But, when people stood up in Ferguson and took to the
streets and in the face of tear gas, rubber bullets and everything throw at them, they
stayed in the streets night after night. You know, more than 100 days now ‘n
counting. That reached out to people all across the country. So I credit that for
getting it going, and then with the Eric Garner case coming right behind Michael
Brown, it was kind of an LA rebellion kind of thing where people thought well this
one we got on video. So we know their gonna have to do something about this.
And then the system told you no we don’t have to do anything about it. {0322}
Here we see Dix discusses details about Ferguson and connects this current protest to the Rodney
King riots in LA in spring of 1992. Connections to other cases highlight the protesters beginning

to aggregate evidence to their shared definition of threat for the imagined community. This is
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another marker indicating that protesters are thinking beyond their case and their community.
The New York and Ferguson protests were not narrated with the same amount of detail
for their specific cases. The details commonly expressed included the victims being unarmed and
the statements (gestures) that each of the respective victims were making. However, there was
less conversation about the information in the trial, less about the legality of approaching
suspects or the climate that existed in the cities around policing.
While the mainstream media, such as CNN, MSNBC and Fox News, had segments
analyzing the details of the Michael Brown and Eric Garner cases, in the data I have analyzed,
the protesters did not mirror this narrative. For example, I did not have any evidence of protesters
talking about the other officers that were involved in the choking of Eric Garner. There was no
discussion of the officers being plain clothed and how that affected the interactions or
accusations of harassment. In the videos I analyzed, there was not a conversation about why
Michael Brown was approached by the officer or the legitimacy of the stop. The conversation
was limited to his death. The data analyzed for case details in Ferguson mostly included the fact
that Michael Brown had his hand in the air when he was shot. This was a pivotal moment that
stuck with activists both in the New York and Ferguson protests.
Of the two examples I have of protesters in Ferguson describing specific case details,
each activist also shows evidence of talking about the imagined community as well. One
example of this was an interview by Democracy NOW! with activist Lew Moye from St. Louis
Coalition of Black Trade Unionists:
Moye: We’ve asked for an independent prosecutor in the investigation of the
killing of Michael Brown. That’s- that’s one of our major demands. We’re alsothis situation has shined a spotlight on some other issues within the African

American community, particularly in Ferguson. The economic situation- 97 % of
–um- African American males between 19 and 24- I mean 67 % are unemployed.
So that’s an issue. The other issue that we’re finding in Ferguson, and in other
like cities, is African Americans involvement in the governance of those cities. So
those kinds of things are being pointed out by this situation. {0232}
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Moye begins talking about the actions the community of Ferguson was taking in order to get a
fair trial for the Michael Brown case. Then he opens up to how this issue is also interconnected
to other social problems that exist in Ferguson and beyond. This play between the imagined
community and the concrete community is one example of community members describing the
relationship with their issue and how the imagined community affects this.
A second example of case details in Ferguson is after the decision not to indict Officer
Darren Wilson, protester Waltrina Middleton was interviewed by a Democracy Now! reporter
and describes the events that were happening that night:
Reporter: What’s your response to the grand jury decision not to indict Officer
Wilson?
Middleton: I’m hurt by it. I wonder myself- I’m looking forward to see what
evidence was presented to them to see if they had an opportunity to make a fair
and balanced decision. It’s hard to really say because we don’t know what was
put before them, but I do think that it’s important that we take a look at this
system and see if it’s actually working. Is justice having an opportunity to
prevail? Is democracy actually taking place? Because when you have a young
person who dies and- you know- with all the evidence that we’ve been presented
to show that he was unarmed and not a danger or a threat, why is it that they
chose not to take this case to trial or to have an indictment. {0205}
Middleton is focused on the impact between her concrete community, the imagined community
of Black people in the U.S., and the U.S. as a whole. The reference to the system is an indicator
that she is speaking more broadly and connecting how this case is affected by the greater
problem.
Community members talking about “the system” or some sort of structural issue made up
12% of the data analyzed in New York and six % of the data analyzed in Ferguson. Before

#BLM, protesters centered the frames of their movement on describing issues with a focus on
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a specific community; however, after #BLM it became increasingly common to frame police
brutality within the context of macro-level mechanisms enabling the oppression of the imagined
community.
More of the protesters used language that indicated that they were framing the issue of
police brutality to be about systems. They also began describing systems within the context of
macro-level conversations about police brutality. In a video by VICE, which recorded protests
after New York City announced that it would not indict Officer Panteleo, a reporter interviews an
unnamed Black man at the protest:
Reporter: I think a lot of people expected things to be different because there is
video- video evidence of it
Protester: Right. So you hear Obama- you hear like the policy makers talking
about giving Police body cameras, I don’t think that’s going to make a difference
there’s like systematic problems that need to be fixed. It’s just- It’s so sad. It
could have been me, it could have been my mother, it could have been anyone.
{0301}
This protester is responding to one of the proposed solutions for stopping police brutality, which
is that all police wear body cameras. However, his response is that systemic issues are the real
problem and have a greater impact on how police officers interact with people within the
imagined community. This is a great example of protesters describing the consequences of the
impact of systemic issues within policing and describing how they are connected to the case.
In New York, Dennis Trainor from Acronym TV interviewed Glenn Martin from the
organization Just Leadership USA, who stated:
I think that this movement has life, unlike many other movements that we’ve
seen, and unfortunately when you look at the videotape on the chokehold on Eric
Garner the truth is that it is symbol of the chokehold the criminal justice system
has had on poor people and communities of color for 100s of years in the United
States. Do we need a new commissioner? I would argue that we do. But at the

same time, it’s an entire system that’s out of control and so losing one person isn’t
going to change that system. And unfortunately, systems change people long
before they change systems. And so, I think it’s a radical overhaul not just at the
very top, but the entire culture of NYPD in particular, and in law enforcement in
the United States as a whole. {0322}
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Martin describes the problems and their existence in New York and the U.S. over time. This
activist describes how the Eric Garner case is connected to a larger context and community. By
pointing out that it is not just a person who can change, he suggests the need to change the
systems. This is another example of prognostic framing (Benford and Snow 2000) where
community members capsule systems as the core issue of racialized policing. He suggests that
this is not a problem that just needs to be fixed in New York. This awareness of other
communities being equally affected by the racialized policing is a part of how activists were
targeting their imagined community.
In an interview by Democracy Now! Linda Sarsour with the Arab American Association
of New York, who was in Ferguson, makes connections between the value of human life in
America and in Gaza:
The kind of lack of remorse that we have for looking at dead babies in a place like
Gaza and continuing to justify government action to people resisting [is] the same
thing that we are doing here in Ferguson. Bringing out the military against our
own people for resisting a brutal murder of an unarmed young man and the
continuing of systematic racism that we continue to commit against people of
color in the U.S. {0232}
This protester has an international context for how law enforcement agencies oppress the people
they are meant to be protecting. This protester expands the imagined community to an even
larger community than just instances occurring within the U.S. Other conversations about the
incidents in Ferguson were dealing with structural issues that affect housing inequality, poverty

and unemployment issues that have effects on the relationships of the police with the
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community members.
Along with the discussion about systems and systemic issues, activists in Ferguson and
New York also explicitly called out the country as being biased in its treatment towards members
of the Black community. Two months after the murder of Michael Brown, activists gathered and
marched to downtown St. Louis. One of the protesters speaking to a crowd marching through the
streets of St. Louis stated:
We have been shown that we cannot trust this country to protect us. So I need
y’all to remember that we are community. We are family. This is your people.
Keep your people safe. This entire weekend. {0226}
This protester points to the failed protection that the country has given to her community and
thus the community must step in and protect themselves. Protesters referencing how the country
needs to be held accountable for their grievances are markers indicating how protesters are
connecting their instance of police brutality to the imagined community. Democracy Now!
reporter interviewed Pastor Derrick Robinson, who adds:
Robinson: What’s going on today is that the people is this country-of this ‘justice
for all’- we’re tired of it not being justice for all. And so today we’re here to make
a stand. That either we get justice, or we’re shutting the street down. {0232}
Actor and activist Jessie Williams was also interviewed by a Democracy Now! Reporter.
Williams discusses the need for communities to not be isolated and the need for accountability
for law enforcement:
Reporter: Jessie why are you in St. Louis?
Jessie Williams: Um because I couldn’t get here sooner, because I had to work,
but-uh- I got here as soon as I possibly could I think we need to stand up and
show some support for an incredible weekend of resistance. People coming from
all over the country to say enough is enough and we’re not going to be –uhstrung out in isolation anymore. Recommit ourselves to finding unity, to finding

common ground, finding what’s common to all of us- and that is really a desire to
survive and not be killed in a community. To have those who have taken an oath
to serve and protect us to on occasion serve and protect us. To be held
accountable for our actions- everyone we know and love is held accountable for
breaking the law. So those who break the law if they happen to be wearing a blue
shirt with a button up we paid for, they should probably be held accountable also.
{0232}
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Williams perfectly explains the shift that #BLM has made and its effects onto the framing of
police brutality. He references concrete communities creating a collective identity in order to
encompass all members of the imagined communities.
Protesters using the language of “Black lives” became highly visible in New York and
Ferguson, which is absent from the Oakland protests. I group this language with Black people
and Black youth to include times when Oakland was discussing the larger imagined Black
community. A group of protesters in Ferguson being interviewed by a Democracy Now! reporter
stated:
Protester 1: At the end of the day, Black lives don’t matter to them. At the end of
the day, Black lives don’t matter to these cops man. We be locked up more than
everybody and this our own community. You know what I’m saying? Get charged
real quick, everything. We getting false things put on us and everything. These
cops is grimy. Everybody on this police force needs to get fired. Including the
captains, all the way down to whoever. Rubber bullets. Rubber bullets onto
women and children. Peaceful protest. Naw they don’t care about no Black lives.
Let’s be 100. Black lives don’t matter.
Protester 2: Black lives don’t matter to nobody but Black people so we gon show
y’all how we feel. {0205}
Here is an example of protesters reacting to the frame of BLM and demonstrating how this does
not fit with their current experiences with the police within the community of Ferguson. The
protesters make connections not only to their own lives and experiences of repression by police,
but what that means for the imagined community of Black people within the U.S.

In New York, a protester was interviewed discussing how the lives of Black men are
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affected by police brutality and shared how her personal story connects to the larger community.
She states:
People are finally tired of the repeated killing of unarmed Black men. I am. I am.
My brother was killed in Boston by a policeman who’s still collecting his
paycheck. It’s just what happens in this country. You know- and it’s been really
devastating for my family and just every time this come up. It’s not just my
brother. It’s not just Trayvon. It’s not just Michael Brown. People act like it’s-it’s
a one off but it’s a systematic thing that happens in this country and nobody gives
a shit. No, I won’t say nobody give a shit. It’s really encouraging that all these
people out here giving a shit.
Using each of the cases, The Guardian also interviewed protesters during a New York protest
which shows how protesters are aggregating the number of incidents to support their argument
for police brutality being a systemic problem:
I’m here today because young Black men are dying at an unporportionately high
rate. Every 28 hours a young Black men is killed by a police and almost 2% of
police are indicted and those numbers are crazy and telling young Black men that
their lives don’t matter and that their deaths can just be passed over.
An example of this in Ferguson is an interview by Kwame Thompson:
I think that this was the pinnacle of injustices that have been going on for years. A
Black young man has been murdered at a rate of 2 per week by white officers
over a seven year period. So you right, Ferguson is a microcosm of what is
happening in the United States. And so hopefully this will help us organize,
empower ourselves, and make improvements and execute the plans that all of our
organizations are working on.
These protesters are also using statistics of the social problem of police brutality. This was
something that happened after #BLM. Activists used these statistics like this in order to talk
about the injustice of racialized policing in the U.S.

Chants
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As demonstrated in Table 4, there were more chants performed in both New York and
Ferguson. The chants that both communities share are pointed at the issue of police brutality and
frame the issue by looking outside of their concrete communities. So for example:
Back up Back up
We want freedom, freedom
All these racist ass cops
We don't need'em, need'em
This is a diagnostic frame detailing what the protesters are asking for and their solution to the
problem of police brutality. This chant discusses the community needs and makes a demand for
equal treatment by law enforcement officers.
Hands up
Don't Shoot
is a motivational frame (Benford and Snow 2000), which is part of the protesters’ narrative for
Michael Brown’s death. While performing this chant protesters are seen with their hands in the
air as they unite their voices and their body language. The gesture, combined with the words of
the chants, conveys the sentiment that protesters were fed up with the system in place and had
zero faith that compliance could ever mean safety, that even individuals complying with police
orders might still be killed, and this is why communities must come out to protest.
As rapper and activist Tef Poe explained during a speech in front of the St. Louis Police
Department:
This is the frontline of resistance. And I want to say that, when y’all see us put our hand
up- I see online a lot of times people say ‘yo why y’all putting y’all hands up that the
surrender?’ This don’t mean surrender. If it meant surrender I would be at home. That’s

surrendering…. I want to thank y’all for being out here. When this situation happen we
didn’t know what to do, we just regular people. We just knew we had to do something.
{0232}
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He explains this chant and gesture as a call to action. When he discusses that he and his
community are regular people is important because it demonstrates the level of attention the
community received from the incident by those he perceives as the audience of his speech. This
demonstrates how the chants and the gestures are used as a motivating factor for community
members to join the protests.
In New York there were 12 chants performed by protesters in the protests for Eric
Garner. Of these, nine did not include the name of Eric Garner. Here are five chants that were
present only in New York:
I can’t breathe!
The people united will never be defeated
Stand up/Fight Back
The whole world is watching
How you spell racist/NYPD
Although unique to New York, there are only two that obviously point to the New York
community.
This first chant uses the last words heard from Eric Garner. This chant was commonly
used by the protesters to remind the police and their audience why they were motivated to
protest. The last words of Eric Garner could have saved his life if the officers discontinued their
use of force. At times protesters could be seen combining this chant with the gesture used with
the chant Hand up/Don’t shoot. This is evidence that the protesters were seeing these cases as an
instance of a larger, systemic problem.

Ferguson had a lot of variations of chants that included Michael Brown’s name. Of the
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eight distinguishable chants in Ferguson, there were four that did not include the name of
Michael Brown. These four were chants that did not include the name of Michael Brown:
Anti-Peace/Fuck the Police
You can’t stop the revolution
DOJ, do your job!
Who shut shit down/We shut shit down
The first two chants are not focused on the concrete community of Ferguson. These chants are
both focused on the broader community of the U.S. The last two are important because of the
context of the case in Ferguson. The Department of Justice (DOJ), do your job! chant was after
the DOJ began investigating the legacy of the Ferguson and the St. Louis Police Department.
The last is an example of the protesters talking to, and inspiring, themselves.
Signs
Out of the 38 New York signs, 34 of the signs did not include the name of Eric Garner.
Here are five signs that were present only in New York:
I am sick of having to protest my right to LIVE/ “I can’t breathe”
Our Country was built on the backs of Black men, yet we still don’t protect them
Body cams are not enough
NYPD Blood on your hands
Police Brutality is Colonial
Besides the volume of signs that were documented in New York, the lack of presence of Eric
Garner signs also demonstrates how they were visually displaying their protests. Here the signs
all display the connections that protests are making for their imagined community that

demonstrates the language protesters were using after #BLM. The signs with the “I can’t
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breathe” quote from Eric Garner are focused on the specific case within New York; however, to
a greater extent protesters are communicating their connections to the larger community. These
included messages about the mistreatment of Black people in the country, as demonstrated by the
second sign. Also, as demonstrated by the third sign, protesters were responding to policies that
were being prescribed as a solution to the issue of police brutality.
In Ferguson, there were a total of 13 signs that were clearly visible. Here is an example of
four signs only present in Ferguson that do not include that name of Michael Brown:
Propaganda…it won’t be televised/Pay attention
Police stops should not=dead kids
Stop killing us
Where do you stand?
The first sign represents a popular claim by the protests within the Ferguson community.
Professional journalists filming the protest were met with resistance by protesters who
interpreted the broadcast of news reports as a misrepresentation of what was happening within
Ferguson. This sign does not specifically state the name of the city, but I would count this as the
concrete community being used to communicate to the larger imagined community.

CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
I sought to examine the impact of #BLM on protest by separating protests in Oakland,
New York and Ferguson into two different categories of community. The first category is the
concrete community, which is a type of community restricted by physical space. The second
category is the imagined community, which is a community where there is little face-to-face
contact (Anderson 1983). The above analyses tell us two things. First, it demonstrates how
protesters are framing the issue of police brutality. Second, it tells us the impact that #BLM has
had on the framing of police brutality as a mechanism for oppression. #BLM has changed the
way police brutality is framed and therefore has changed the magnitude to which it is protested.
Before the #BLM movement, protesters were more focused on the law enforcement agencies
within their community. The emergence of #BLM movement led to a change in the way police
brutality is framed. It is now framed as an issue that is bigger than just one community and one
law enforcement agency, but a national issue where all communities need to commit to work
together to change.
Framing is a tool used by protesters to communicate how they conceptualize what the
issues are, potential solutions, and acts as a way to inspire their movement participants to stay
engaged (Benford and Snow 2000). I identify multiple tools that protesters use in order to
communicate their grievances and their framing. The dialogue protests are using, their signs, and
their chants are three tools protesters used for frame deployment. #BLM and the #BLM

movement has demonstrated how the same issue can be framed differently depending on how
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protesters define the community impacted by their grievances. Thus, framing is dynamic rather
than static, and activists use framing as a part of creating their collective identity.
In order to demonstrate these patterns, I use the language used by protesters to categorize
the types of communities they are including in their description of police brutality. For example,
different markers can be used to determine how much protesters are emphasizing injustice for
each level of community. This includes the name of the victim and the name of the city as well
as the names of other victims and the names of other cities. After #BLM, protesters began to use
more markers that indicate that they were describing the imagined community. They began to
talk about police brutality as a systemic consequence, the ramifications it has on Black lives, and
used other victims as evidence for grievances against police for the entire country.
When the community impacted by police brutality was expanded, the framing of this
problem became less about specific instances, details of court cases or indictments, or concrete
communities and more about systemic implications of police brutality and its impact on the
imagined community. Before #BLM, protesters in Oakland had a clear focus on the Oscar Grant
case. The protesters engaged in three tactics that emphasized how the protest was framed for the
concrete community: first, they are focused on specific case details; second, they have
discussions pertaining to the impact of police relations on their community, and there they
mention the name of Oscar Grant during the protests more than the other communities. The
narrative of the Oakland protests demonstrated a focus on the concrete community and the
specific call to action for their community. The Oakland chants focus was on the changes to be
made within Oakland law enforcement agencies. Consistent with the other framing tools of
discourse and chants, the signs in Oakland were more focused on their specific instance and how

it impacted Oakland, a clear signal to being more focused on the concrete community. Making
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the focal point of their protest be their specific case allowed community members to be more
immersed in case details and aggregate evidence for why this was an injustice in the Oakland
community.
In contrast, the framing in New York and Ferguson shows that the community members
were focused on how their individual community connects to the imagined community impacted
by police brutality. The narrative focus in New York and Ferguson after #BLM is focused on the
imagined community which highlights that police brutality is a threat to the whole Black
community. The protesters in both communities define this threat as a national issue that is
shared by concrete communities. The New York and Ferguson chants, like their narrative
language, demonstrated the connection that the protesters are making to their imagined
community as well as reflect the shift made after #BLM. The signs within both New York and
Ferguson communicate to a national, if not global, audience that their grievances are not isolated
within concrete communities but part of a much larger attack on the Black community. This shift
demonstrates how framing of police brutality has changed. By expanding the collective identity,
#BLM changed the discourse about police brutality from a problem within local communities to
a national social issue.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
#BlackLivesMatter helped the imagined Black community unite their voices and claims
and created a collective consciousness using incidents of police brutality as a catalyst for
discourse and mobilization. The experiences of the local social actors witnessing acts that
devalue Black people sparked mobilization within and across local (concrete) communities.
Black Twitter changed the discourse and mobilization around these events, moving them from
the concrete to the imagined community. This study supports how previous theories about the
importance of framing are dynamic. The BLM movement is an example of how scholars can
trace the evolution of the framing of an issue, as well as how frame deployment changes and
evolves because of whom protesters are targeting and who is impacted by the grievance(s). With
more social movements using social media, more movements will likely follow the pattern of
having a less parochial focus on the concrete community and tie in to the larger, imagined
community. They do this by creating solidarity and collective identity across communities,
which help strengthen cohesion in order to achieve movement objectives. By working at the
imagined community level, the focus is about systemic change, not local change in their concrete
community.
Therefore, I argue #BLM is a successful movement because it assists protesters in
connecting local instances of police brutality to the larger picture of police brutality as a national
problem and moving the discourse from the concrete to imagined community—thus expanding

the importance and impact not just of the movement but of each instance of police brutality.
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#BLM is changing the national conversation about police brutality, the way society focuses on
the issue, and how to describe the impact on communities. The #BLM movement aims to create
structural changes that require a concerted effort and longevity. #BLM has established a new
framework for addressing issues of police brutality and follows the legacy of other social
movements in the past that advocated for the Black community. Social change can only be
achieved through the reimagining of how systems and institutions interact with the communities
they impact. BLM asks us to acknowledge that racial-biased policing exists, that the accounts of
people within these communities are valid, and that Black people deserve their murderers to be
brought to justice.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF YOUTUBE VIDEOS USED FOR CODING

Code

Link

Video Title
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Time

Date
Loaded

2:13

7/8/10

5:09

7/8/10

7:10

7/10/10

6:25
10:00

11/6/10
11/14/10

5:32

7/8/10

5:24

1/7/09

4:21
4:18

7/8/10
1/15/09

9:58
3:00
1:49

1/7/09
1/7/09
1/15/09

5:50

7/9/10

1:06

3/6/09

0:23

3/6/09

1:00
2:07
2:17

3/6/09
1/9/09
1/10/09

1:26

1/14/09

2:15

7/11/10

Grant—01

0101
0102
0103
0104
0105

0106
0107

0108
0109

0110
0112
0113
0114
0115

0116
0117
0118
0119
0120

0121

Oakland reacts to Mehserle
verdict, July 8, 2010
Oscar Grant Verdict Protest
http://bit.ly/1TTvRiB Downtown Oakland CA 7/8/2010
Oscar Grant verdict - protest - riot
http://bit.ly/1sHCwSG [slow motion] Oakland, CA, 2010
Trapped by Police while marching
http://bit.ly/1OZ256K for Oscar Grant
http://bit.ly/1Y05Pfr I Am Oscar Grant 2010 (Part 3)
Oscar Grant verdict; peace protest
from 14th and Broadway,
http://bit.ly/1Vr7ASe Oakland
Oakland Riot Ground Footage
http://bit.ly/20QBnmZ 1/7/09
Riot in Oakland After Killer Cop
Gets "Involuntary Manslaughter"
http://bit.ly/1Z94GAv Charge (Rough Cut)
http://bit.ly/1XKdcr3 Oscar Grant Protest - 1/14/09
POLICE SHOOTING - OSCAR
GRANT PROTEST/RIOT NEWS
http://bit.ly/1sHDsqb COVERAGE
http://bit.ly/1U8KlaG Oakland Protest Oscar Grant
http://bit.ly/1TSszLx Oscar Grant Shooting Protest
Oakland Protests Oscar Grant
http://bit.ly/1TSszLx Murder (7-8-10) Part 4
Fruitvale Bart Station: Oscar
http://bit.ly/1Z954ir
Grant Protest #5
Oscar Grant Protest Oakland at
Fruitvale Bart Station on 3/5/09
http://bit.ly/1X9AFDD Part 1
Fruitvale Bart Station: Oscar
http://bit.ly/1so80xj
Grant Protest #4
http://bit.ly/1U8Kvi9 Oscar Grant Protest Part 1
http://bit.ly/1PdDNeu Oscar Grant Protest Part 4
Too Short speech @ Oscar Grant
http://bit.ly/25uSHkC Protest 01/14/09
Raw 02: Seeking Empathy at
Oscar Grant-Mehserle Oakland
http://bit.ly/1Z94EJ4 Verdict Protest
http://bit.ly/1WVhVqs

0122
0123
0124
0125
0126
0127
0128
0129

Oscar Grant Update Day 5 w/
http://bit.ly/1Z94Fg6 Davey D
Oakland Protest Of Oscar Grant
http://bit.ly/1TSsU0D Murder by BART Police
Rally for Oscar Grant at Fruitvale
http://bit.ly/1Vr8iyL BART
http://bit.ly/1RGPLYz Oscar Grant Protest With O-Zone
oscar grant protest at fruitvale bart
http://bit.ly/1qYpyPa station in oakland on 3/5/09 part 3
Too Short Wants Justice For
http://bit.ly/1THzXXE Oscar Grant III
Oscar Grant Trial pt1 (Davey D
http://bit.ly/1TSsjvP Report)
Oscar Grant Trial pt2 (Davey D
http://bit.ly/1UerqL3 report)
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10:01

5/28/09

0:52

1/11/09

3:06
1:09

1/12/09
1/16/09

1:44

3/6/09

6:28

1/15/09

9:24

5/20/09

7:28

5/21/09

Brown—02

0201

http://bit.ly/1XKebY5

0202

http://bit.ly/1TSsMhy

0203

http://bit.ly/1Vr8sGo

0204

http://bit.ly/1Z94T70

0205

http://bit.ly/1O04nHP

0206

http://bit.ly/1OZ3udr

0207

http://bit.ly/1U8KZEZ

0208

http://bit.ly/1Ues23k

0209

http://bit.ly/1XKel1z

0210

http://bit.ly/1XKeyCa

LIVE: Mike Brown protesters
face-off with Ferguson police
TEAR GAS - Looting Riots in
Ferguson Missouri WAR Protest |
Mike Brown St. Louis!
FERGUSON RIOTS - Protesters
Shut Streets Down Awaiting Mike
Brown Trial Verdict
Ferguson protestors met by
hecklers
Black Lives Matter: Ferguson
Erupts After Grand Jury Clears
Officer in Michael Brown Killing
State of Emergency: Ferguson,
Missouri (Dispatch 1)
Ferguson Police: "Bring it ,You
Fucking Animals!" To Protesters
Restoring Order: State of
Emergency - Ferguson, Missouri
(Dispatch 3)
Black Lives Matter Protesters
Arrested In St. Louis After Night
Of Unrest In Ferguson
Ferguson Missouri Police Prepare
For War With Citizens

5:03:47

8/10/15

4:06

8/13/15

10:11

11/23/14

1:34

12/3/14

20:02

11/25/14

5:17

8/18/14

2:37

8/17/14

6:17

8/22/14

1:38

8/10/15

4:51

8/14/14

0211

0212
0213
0214
0215
0216

0217
0218
0219
0220
0221
0222

0223
0224

0225

0226
0227

0228

0229

http://bit.ly/22uEgv1

Righteous Rage: Ferguson
Residents Fed Up With Martial
Law
http://bit.ly/1Z959ml New protests in Ferguson
A Raw Scene as Ferguson Turns
http://bit.ly/1U8LtLo Violent | The New York Times
Ferguson 2014: Protesters Flip
http://bit.ly/1Wu8vCz Police Car | The New York Times
Ferguson 2014: A Protest Ignited |
http://bit.ly/1U8M13I The New York Times
Epic Riot Footage From Inside
http://bit.ly/1O04SS0 The Battle of Ferguson
Marching for Change: State of
Emergency - Ferguson, Missouri
http://bit.ly/1Y06opF (Dispatch 6)
RAW COVERAGE: Ferguson,
http://bit.ly/1X9BwUR Missouri
http://bit.ly/1U8M5jY Police, protesters talk in Ferguson
Police and protester talk in
http://bit.ly/1XKeAd3 Ferguson
Protesting in Ferguson, MO http://bit.ly/25uTS3q 8/11/14
USA: Watch rapper Nelly preach
http://bit.ly/1TTxkWm peace at Ferguson rally
Black Unarmed Teen, Mike
Brown, Fatally Shot 9 Times By
Ferguson Missouri Police,
http://bit.ly/1Vr95zG Residents Protest
Protesting in Ferguson - RAW
http://bit.ly/1PdEK6s Video
Africans Protest The Racial
Assassination Of Mike Brown In
http://bit.ly/1OZ3wlB Ferguson, Missouri
Ami Horowitz: Ferguson
Protestors Call for Darren
http://bit.ly/1Wu8heA Wilson's Death
RAW COVERAGE: Ferguson,
http://bit.ly/1TTxblF Missouri, Round Two
Cornel West, Faith Leaders and
Activists Arrested as Ferguson
http://bit.ly/1O04BP5 October Continues
Activist Cornel West And Others
Arrested At Ferguson
http://bit.ly/1TStj3f
Demonstration

6:29

8/22/14

1:06

10/12/14

5:19

11/25/14

1:38

11/26/14

4:12

8/18/14

12:17

11/25/14

6:10

8/25/14

1:35:24
2:49

8/14/14
3/14/15

2:16

11/24/14

2:02

8/11/14

1:48

8/18/14

6:53

8/10/14

5:20

8/13/14

2:04

9/12/14

3:37

12/3/14

3:28:13

8/16/14

4:44

10/13/14

1:01

10/13/14
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0230

http://bit.ly/27ZvXLH

0231

http://bit.ly/1U8LUFl

0232

http://bit.ly/1THzZim

FergusonSaturday
Actor Jesse Williams Joins
Ferguson October: This Is a Basic
Desire Not to Be Killed With
Impunity
Ferguson October: Thousands
March in St. Louis for Police
Reform & Arrest of Officer
Darren Wilson

6:44

8/17/14

3:28

10/13/14

14:38

10/13/14

15:36

12/4/14

2:03

12/3/14

2:44

12/5/14

1:17

7/18/15

3:40

12/5/14

1:27

12/4/14

2:05

12/12/14

3:45

12/16/14

0:55

12/3/14

2:20

12/5/14

3:10

12/4/14

11:13

12/4/14

7:20

12/5/14

Garner—03

0301

http://bit.ly/1UpIaC4

0302

http://bit.ly/1sHDBKg

0303

http://bit.ly/1sXNLai

0304

http://bit.ly/1TTx9dt

0305

http://bit.ly/1Z95JAy

0306

http://bit.ly/1Vr8X3j

0307

http://bit.ly/1WViVek

0308

http://bit.ly/24huA6y

0309

http://bit.ly/1Vr8Lkt

0310

http://bit.ly/1Vr9jqH

0311

http://bit.ly/1U8LRcS

0312

http://bit.ly/1Z95vcM

0313

http://bit.ly/1UescI0

Eric Garner Protests: Excerpts
from VICE News Live Coverage December 3, 2014
Eric Garner protest takes over
time square
I can’t breathe goes nationwide in
Eric Garner protests
Mass arrests at NYC protest
marking anniversary of Eric
Garner’s death
Eric Garner Chokehold Death:
2nd Night of NYC Protests | The
New York Times
Die-ins & Coffins: Massive rallies
grasp New York protesting Eric
Garner case verdict
Eric Garner's Daughter Erica
Speaks During Protest
We are Here to Change Things Voices from the Movement
Eric Garner Protesters Stage "DieIn" at Grand Central Station
Eric Garner Protests at
Rockefeller Center
Thousands Of Protesters Hit NYC
Streets Again To Decry Eric
Garner Grand Jury Decision
ERIC GARNER Protests Part 3
(WEST SIDE HIGHWAY TO
57TH ST)
NYC #Eric Garner #ICantBreathe
Protest over NYPD chokehold
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0314
0315
0316

0317

0318

0319
0320
0321

0322

death- Times Square
Eric Garner protest: 'We can
protest but they just don't seem to
http://bit.ly/25uTlyB care'
Eric Garner chokehold protests in
http://bit.ly/25wYzNH New York | Report #1
Eric Garner Protets: 'Powerful
http://bit.ly/1XKfw16 Words' from the Streets of NYC
Ashley World Today at the
#MillionsMarchNYC for
#icantbreathe #EricGarner
http://bit.ly/1TTxE7p #MikeBrown 12/13/14
#MillionsMarchNYC High
School Students Sing "I Can't
http://bit.ly/27ZwuNY Breathe" #BlackLivesMatter
Millions March NYC Randy
Credico speaks to the NYPD
http://bit.ly/1Vr9bHI 12/13/14
Band performs at Millions March
http://bit.ly/1UesjU7 NYC 2014
http://bit.ly/1Uesmiy Millions March NYC
#MillionsMarch: The PostFerguson Moment Becoming A
http://bit.ly/1TTy0en Movement
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1:38

12/4/14

2:42

12/5/14

1:09

12/3/14

4:59

12/14/14

0:48

12/13/14

1:58

12/13/14

2:50
3:46

12/14/14
12/16/14

8:15

12/16/14

